NISSAN

JUKE

THE ALL-NEW
NISSAN JUKE.
FORGET
EVERYTHING
YOU KNOW.
The unforgettably eye-catching, all-new Nissan JUKE is a compact
sports crossover, with an attitude to match its unique urban styling. A
dynamic ride, its sports styled front and sassy rear are complemented
by streamlined side windows that integrate seamlessly into the long,
low, falling roofline. Its distinctive design, high ride visibility and funky,
colourful interior set the JUKE aside from the pack and put you in control.
All this is underscored by smart handling technology and the super
smooth acceleration of its engine range, including the thrilling Direct
Injection Gasoline (DIG) Turbo variants*. Packed with personality inside
and out, the JUKE is ready to bring a bunch of serious fun to your
everyday drive, promising a whole new way to enjoy urban agility in a
seriously stylish ride.
If you’ve been searching for a one-of-a-kind car that’s well ahead of the
pack, the all-new Nissan JUKE is the one you’ve been waiting for.

Overseas model in Ivory Pearl shown.

*Turbo is only available on ST-S and Ti-S models.

Overseas model in Tempest Blue shown.

BIG ON
ATTITUDE.
With a wicked glint in its embedded headlights, smirking grin across
the grille and lower fender, and sleek upper body sports car styling,
the all-new Nissan JUKE is designed to inspire the thrill seeker
in all of us. You can be confident in the knowledge that the wide
proportions and high underside clearance of the all-new Nissan
JUKE ensure you maintain a firm grip on the road, complemented
by newly designed high posture suspension that accommodates
the sporty tyres and 17” alloy wheels (standard across the range).
Just when you thought it couldn’t get any slicker, there’s centre
console and door trims in your choice of fiery red or smouldering
charcoal, 370Z-inspired rear tail lights, concealed rear door
handles and a uniquely designed windshield featuring curved glass
to reduce exterior noise. Ingenious concealed wipers distribute
even pressure across the glass, so smeared and obscured views
are truly wiped out.
This is one serious mean machine packed full of fun.

Overseas model in Cayenne Red shown.

HOT ON THE
INSIDE TOO.
That console! If you thought the outside was distinctive, the interior packs just
as much punch. The eye-catching design of the gleaming centre console was
inspired by a sports motorcycle fuel tank. And apart from its seriously sexy good
looks (in red or charcoal to suit your exterior), the console is also designed to
support the driver’s knee when cornering.
Bolstered and extremely comfortable front seats, an elevated gearshift, sporty
cockpit and leather wrapped steering wheel all add up to greater responsiveness,
so you can really get into the hands-on fun of driving this car the way it wants to
be driven. The rear gives you 60/40 split fold seats – though you can conveniently
argue (when it suits you) there’s not enough room to help your friends move house.
But if you need to pack up for a weekend getaway, you’re good to go, with the very
accommodating low boot-loading height and under boot storage area*.
Just when you thought it couldn’t get any hotter, the JUKE Ti-S comes with leatheraccented trim and heated front seats for extra comfort on those frosty mornings.
*Available on ST and ST-S models only.

Overseas model interior shown.
Features and appearance may vary.

Leather trimmed CVT shift lever shown. Ivory leather in selected Ti models only.

Overseas model interior shown. Features and appearance may vary.

NOW YOU’RE
IN CONTROL.
Standard across the entire all-new Nissan JUKE range, the new Nissan
Dynamic Control System centralises drive information and works to adjust
the throttle, steering and available Xtronic CVT transmission to let you
choose one of three optimum drive modes - NORMAL, SPORT or ECO.

Within the Nissan Dynamic Control System, the Driving Mode Selector
will adjust steering and tune the throttle opening to deliver the perfect
amount of revs; NORMAL throttle for everyday driving and easier steering,
SPORT with higher revs, a faster throttle response and a stiffening up of
the steering, and ECO with lower revs, a gentler driving response and
improved fuel economy. With modes to match the road and your moods,
the JUKE makes everyday driving a whole heap of fun.
The all-new Nissan JUKE is jam packed with intuitive technology to enhance
your driving experience. Central to this is the Advanced Technology
Interface, a single screen display incorporated into the dash that allows
you to switch between a range of drive information and adjustments to
keep you in optimum control. The interface system is designed to work as
a communication tool between you and your vehicle, giving you a clear and
instant assessment of everything you need to know about your car’s status
and performance, from fuel economy to climate control.
It’s the best performance review you’ve ever had.

Overseas model display shown.

TECH THAT
WORKS
WITH YOU.
The all-new Nissan JUKE comes equipped with all the 21st century tech
you need to keep up. Standard features include CD audio with AM/
FM, USB, speed sensitive volume (love that), steering wheel audio and
Bluetooth® Handsfree controls, and iPod connectivity.
ST-S and Ti-S models include rain sensing wipers, reversing camera and
Satellite Navigation System with 5” colour touch screen display and six
speakers as standard. In the Ti-S model you’ll also enjoy heated front
seats plus leather accents on the seating and gearshift.
Like you, it’s teched, specced and ready to rip.

Overseas model shown.

TORQUE
IT UP.

Complete control. Complete confidence. The all-new Nissan JUKE
ST-S and Ti-S models give you the ultimate combination of a powerful
DIG turbo engine, with the added security of an elevated SUV riding
position and robust lower body for that signature ride you want. The Ti-S
gives you top-level torque vectoring AWD for incredible sports handling.
Whichever you choose, the only time you can drive the all-new Nissan
JUKE into the ground is metaphorically.

DIRECT INJECTION GASOLINE (DIG) TURBO ENGINE#
Hold on tight! This turbo charged thriller is ready to roar with 140kW
of power and a raring-to-go 240Nm of torque, enhanced by Twin VTC
(Variable Timing Control) to increase your engine output and ramp up
low-end torque and throttle response.
AWESOME AERODYNAMICS
A superbly designed body for an optimised low ride, reducing drag,
wind noise and delivering better fuel efficiency.
MULTI-LINK REAR SUSPENSION (AWD)^
MacPherson Strut front suspension and multi-link rear suspension to
give you a stable, smoother and safer ride, all of which work to reduce
driver fatigue and improve handling performance.
TORQUE VECTORING SYSTEM^
An innovative engineering feat, the Juke Ti-S boasts an AWD torque
vectoring system that helps you maintain control like never before, with
significantly reduced under steer and controlled cornering. The system
transfers power between front and rear wheels, as well as the left and
right rear wheels, to give you ultimate stability and traction, so you’re
always on track to have an awesome drive.

Overseas model in Gun Metallic shown.
Available on ST-S and Ti-S models only
^
Available on Ti-S model only
#

IN THE
SAFE SEAT.
The all-new Nissan JUKE may look racy, but it plays it safe in every
way. Apart from the confidence given from premium control and
handling, you get a super solid chassis with integrated driving modes,
suspension and steering technology that provide increased control, a
sophisticated drivetrain for improved traction, and enhanced braking.
The all-new Nissan JUKE is also fitted with a Vehicle Speed Control
System (VSCS), which can be used to set a maximum speed limit for
those long journeys. Who said having fun driving means you have to
compromise on safety? Not us.
• 6 Airbags - Dual front airbags for driver and front passenger, driver
and front passenger seat-mounted side air bags and roof-mounted
curtain air bags for front and rear occupant head protection.
• Electronic Stability Control (ESC), Vehicle Dynamic Control
(VDC), Traction Control System (TCS), Electronic Brakeforce
Distribution (EBD), Brake Assist (BA) and Anti-lock Braking
System (ABS).
• Front-seat active head restraints (AHR), ISOFIX# and top
tether child anchorage points, front seat belt reminders and an
immobiliser.
• 5 star ANCAP rating~
• Rear view camera on ST-S and Ti-S models (Rear parking sensors
optional on ST model).

~

Overseas model in Cayenne Red shown.

#

Rating applicable to ST model
ISOFIX compatible child seats are subject to Australian Standard approval, refer to child restraint
manufacturer for more information.

Overseas model ST in Pearl Black shown.

A complete ownership
experience to help you get
the most out of your Nissan.
It includes the following:

3 year/100,000km
warranty
Receive assurance with a
3 year/100,000kms warranty
with the option of extending
further for up to 6 years.

24-Hour Roadside
Assistance for 3 years
No matter where you’re planning to
journey, you’ll have the peace of mind
of knowing that if you lock your keys
in the car, have a flat tyre or battery,
or run out of fuel, we’ll help get you
back on the road at no charge†.

Capped Price Service
For 6 years or 120,000kms* you’ll
always know the maximum price
you’ll pay when you come in for
your next Scheduled Service at
any Nissan Dealer.

Factory-trained
technicians
Using dedicated diagnostic
equipment and genuine parts they’ll
keep your vehicle in top condition.

myNissan iPhone app
Request roadside assistance and
advise of your location using your
phone’s GPS, plan trips, search
for locations, plus set registration,
service and parking expiry reminders.

Nissan Genuine
Accessories
Your Nissan Dealer can show you
a variety of accessories to protect,
enhance and personalise your
Nissan Juke.

Financial Services
Choose from a range of finance
options at very competitive rates
and terms, as well as various
insurance solutions to protect you
and your vehicle.

†Terms and conditions apply, please visit nissan.com.au/roadsideassistance. *Ask your Nissan Dealer to explain exactly what items are covered in each Scheduled Service. Applies to the first 12 X 10,000kms scheduled service intervals for up to 6 years/120,000kms (whichever occurs first). Some exclusions apply. Ask your Nissan Dealer or visit nissan.com.au/cpstcs for full terms and conditions.

Ivory Pearl (QAB)

Cayenne Red (NAH)*

Coyote Brown (KAX) #*

Gun Metallic (KAD)*

Tempest Blue (RAQ)*

Platinum (KY0)*

Seat trim options available:
• Premium Black cloth trim
~
• Black leather accented trim with red highlights on Ti-S

Pearl Black (Z11)

ST Features

ST-S Features

Ti-S Features

• 1.6 litre 4-cylinder engine
• 5-Speed manual
• Optional Xtronic Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT)
• 17" alloy wheels
• Nissan Dynamic Control System
• 4 Speakers
• Bluetooth® handsfree phone system
• Automatic climate control air conditioning
• Remote keyless entry
• Leather accented~ steering wheel
• Leather accented~ shift knob (manual)
• Painted front centre console with storage
• 60/40 split second row seating
• Rear view mirror with manual anti-glare
• Front sun visors with vanity mirrors
• Rear privacy glass
• Front fog lamps (integrated bumper)
• Body coloured front door handles
• Camouflaged rear door handles
• Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC)
• Traction Control System (TCS)
• Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
• Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) and
Brake Assist (BA)
• Nissan Anti-Theft System (NATS) vehicle immobiliser

All the features of the ST model plus/or:

All the features of the ST-S model plus/or:

• Turbo charged 1.6 litre 4-cylinder engine
• 6-Speed manual
• 5" Colour VGA LCD Display
• Satellite Navigation
• 6 Speakers
• Bluetooth: Integrated Navigation
• Push button engine start function
• I-key with remote keyless entry
• Rear view camera
• Rain sensing windscreen wipers
• Automatic headlights

• Xtronic Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)
with manual mode
• Torque vectoring All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
• Rear Multi-link suspension
• Front heated seats
• Leather accented~ seat trim and gearshift

our comprehensive ownership experience

Grey centre console standard.
Red centre console option available on:
• Ivory Pearl
• Cayenne Red
• Gun Metallic
• Pearl Black

For more information please visit nissan.com.au/owners, ask your Nissan Dealer or phone 1800 035 035 during normal business hours.

Overseas JUKE model shown. In some cases the printed colours may vary from the actual paint colours.
*Premium paint is available at extra cost. #Coyote Brown (KAX) has limited availability. See dealer for details.
~
Leather accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.
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Like us: Nissan Australia

Check out: NissanAustralia Channel

Nissan. Innovation that excites.
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